Marsden Mild Steel Platform Scale

Heavy duty; choice of sizes, capacities and graduations

Solid, hard-wearing 5mm durbar top plate

Choice of indicators to suit your needs

Ultra low profile platform

www.marsden-weighing.co.uk
Marsden P-NA:
A rugged platform scale for heavy duty industrial use

The Marsden mild steel platform scale, the P-NA, is a robust weighing solution for factories, warehouses and freight companies. It’s low-profile, highly accurate and built to last – and available with a choice of indicators, graduations and capacities.

Why the P-NA?

For weighing large quantities of goods, or bulky items, the best solution is often a platform scale. A heavy duty platform scale can be laid out on the floor, or sunken into the ground so that it can be driven over.

The P-NA is low profile – so pallets can easily be loaded onto its surface with the use of a forklift. As a non-trade approved platform scale, it serves as an ‘entry level’ heavy duty industrial weighing solution.
It’s accurate

The P-NA is available with a choice of indicators – each one has its own list of highly useful features, depending on what you need the P-NA for. There’s a choice of capacities and graduations, too – the lower the capacity the higher the accuracy. Choose from capacities of 600kg to 3000kg, and graduations from 200g to 1kg.

It’s built to last

Choose the P-NA for strength, durability and reliability.

Made from mild steel, the P-NA features a durbar ‘checker plate’ surface. 4m of loadcell cable is also included as standard.

Each of the 4 x 1000kg capacity loadcells of each P-NA are safely mounted within the structure of the platform, protecting them from damage when in use, or when they’re being moved around your premises by forklift truck.

Levelling feet mean the P-NA will sit straight and true, even if the ground they’re on is a little uneven.
It comes with a choice of indicators

A range of indicators available means you can choose a solution that exactly meets your needs.

The entry-level I-100 indicator represents amazing value for money. A non-trade approved indicator, it nevertheless includes a long-life rechargeable battery (allowing you to use both your P-NA and the I-100 absolutely anywhere, regardless of mains power), mains adaptor, zero, tare and pre-set tare.

As an IP65-rated indicator, the I-100SS can be washed down, making it a more flexible and durable alternative to the I-100. Again, it has a rechargeable battery with a long life, a mains adaptor and zero, tare and pre-set tare. The screen is backlit and easy to read.

The premium indicator solution for the P-NA is the mains rechargeable JIK, the ultimate check weighing indicator. The JIK boasts numerous features, including a hi/lo alarm with visual traffic light that indicates when a weight target has been reached, meaning no waste.

With the JIK, the P-NA platform can be used for loading a vessel without needing supervision - protocols can be set up so that, when a target weight is reached, the loading of the vessels stops.

Product Specification

Capacity: 600kg - 3000kg
Graduations: 200g - 1000kg
Power Supply: Mains/Rechargeable (Indicator)
Dimensions: 1000 x 1000mm / 1200 x 1200mm / 1500 x 1500mm
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